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1.

Introduction
1.1 The problem to "be considered is that of approximating a

function f( z) which is holomorphlc and not zero in hounded simply*
connected domain B by polynomials whose zeros are restricted to lie
on the curve f which is the boundary of 3).
lem are considered.

Two aspects of the prob¬

First, in theorems I, XX, and TT the existence

of a sequence approximating a given function is asserted and in XX
and XV the degree of approximation effected by the sequence is given.
Second, the question of how good such an approximation can be in
general is treated.
We shall state here theorems X and XX as they appear in a
paper of G. B. MacLano [3].

Section 3 is devoted to the proof of

the special case in which the curve r is a circle.

The definition

of the approximating polynomials is the same as that for the more
general curves and the proof of convergence employs most of the
techniques used in the proof of theorem XX.
Theorem X.

Let B be a bounded simply-connected domain of the

z-plane bounded by a rectifiable Jordan curve
holomorphlc and never zero in B.

r

.

Let f(z) be

There exists a sequence of poly¬

nomials Pn(z), n~l, 2, *•* * with all zeros on

r

, such that

?n(z) —=* f(z) as n—^ «J , uniformly in each dosed subset of B.
The subscript is not intended to imply anything about the degree of
Pn( z) ♦
Theorem XX.

Let B be a bounded simply-connected domain of the

z-plane bounded by an analytic curve 1“ .
and never zero in B ^ r .

Let f(z) be holomorphic

There exists a sequence of polynomials

Pn(z), n>nQ, Pn(z) of degree n with all its zeros on f , such that

2

| fen -RU)\ < (i- o-sf
for n>H( S)rO<S < §0$ z e B# dist(z,r) ^ S » wherea> 0 1B a
flcmatant denanding only on p t So>0 is a constant appending on f( z)
emd r , and H( 5 ){ as S.’l'O* H( s) depending on f(z) and P.
By a linear transformation of the z-plane we can get from these
theorems an approximation in B hyrational functions with zeros on
t“ and a single multiple pole at a point zQ In the unbounded region
D* having P* as a houndary* She second aspect of the problem is
approached by determining which functions can be approximated by
rational functions of this type with the pole cm the curve P~. Sec¬
tion h Is devoted to a group of theorems of Xdndwart and Polya Csl
which show thatvhen there is a circle lying in JM- and passing
through the point ZQ on T, only functions vhichare entire functions
of order less than 2 can be approximated by rational
functions H( z) with k zeros on P and a pole of carder k at z0«

3h

section 5 these results are applied to obtain a bound from below on
the measure of approximation defined in section s. Che final section
exhibits a region Bin which any function holomonhic and not zero
there can be approximated by rational functions with all zeros cm
T

and a single multiple pole at zQ onP *
1.2 Here we, collect together several definitions and theorems

which are used later.
(1.2.1) Maximum Modulus theorem [5,

Suppose f(z) is

holoaorphic and uniform in a domain B and on its boundary .Pi If
| f( z) K M on r then \f(z) \ < M in B unless f( z) is a constant.
(1.2.2) A theorem of Weierstrass [5, 951. Suppose the

3
functions fa( z) are regular and unifossa in a domain D.

Suppose

fQ( 2) —> f( 2) era n —> «o , uniformly in each closed subset of B,
t<> w
Ehen f( a) is regular and uniform in Bj moreover fa( 2) —>f (z) as
a—> 00, uniformly in each closed subset of 1).
(1*2.3)

A theorem of Eurwltz 15/ 1193.

let fn(z) be a

sequence of functions regular and uniform in a domain B*

Suppose

fn(z) —> f(t) as n -> "j uniformly in every closed subset of B.
Suppose f(z) $0.

i»'a zero of t(z) of multiplicity a and

C is a circle with center at <such that no other zero of tit) is
in tile Closed circle 0, then there is an integer n^ such that for
n > UQ fa(z) has exactly a zeros in C.
(1.214)

Stielt^es -7itali Convergence theorem (5/ 1681, Let

fa( 2) be a sequence of functions regular and uniform In a domain B.
Let ifa(s)l < M for every 2 in B and every n.
limit

Let fa(z) tend to a

ns> °°,cn a set of points having a limit point in B.

Bien

fa(z) Converges to a limit uniformly la each closed subset of B*
(1.2.5)

Hormal Family [4-, 33j.

are holomorjhlc

in the domain B.

Suppose the functions g(z)

Ihe family G of functions g(z)

is said to be normal in B if from each infinite sequence of func¬
tions g(z) a subsequence can be extracted which converges to a limit
function holomorphic inD, or to the constant Infinity, uniformly
in each closed subset of B.
(1.2.6)

Uniformly bounded family [h, 21].

IF the functions

g(2) of the family G are holnmorphic and uniformly bounded in B, G hs
a normal family in B.
(1*2*7)

Order of an entire function [5, 248].

She entire

function f(z) is said to be of finite order ^ if <^is the infemum^

k
A

r

of nusibera A suck that ■£{%)=: 0(e ) as Jzl - r —> <»=.
(1.2*8) Hadasiardv8 Factorization Sheeran [5> 25(0 •
is an entire function of order

with zeros z^, zg,

IP f(z)
, (f(o)^:0),

then

4te) = e^PO)
where P(z) is the canonical product of genus p ^ ^ formed with the
zeros of f(z) and Q(z) is a polynomialsof degree q. not greater than'?.
She genus of f(z) Is the larger of the integers p and q.
(1.2*9) Rimge’s Sheerer \l, 296}, let f(z) he holcsaorphie
in a Siaqsly^Comected domain D with infinity not an interior point*
Shore exists asequence of polynomials Pn( z) such that 3?n( z) -> f(z)
as n—>*», unifonaly in each dosed subset of B.
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2.

The Measure of Apprcximation.
2,1 Sefinitions*

lot D be a bounded, siaply-connectod domain

■bounded "by the Jordon caw© >P'. For d > 0 define closed subsots of
D as follows:

AU)=$2:
(2.1.1)

HU) ~

(-Z:

Ai*hU,r) *4},

£ ©P, dist (z,l~) = d}.

The sets A(d) fine compact since they are closed* B(d) is the bound¬
ary of" A(&)«
let F denote the class of all functions f(a) such that
(1) f(a) is holoaor^ihlc in D uT*

(2.1.2) (2) f(a)0, aelDor;

(3) \f(a)Ul, a*3Dup
let

^p,n} denote the class of polynomials P(z) such that
(1) P(z) is of degree n,

(2*1.3)
(2) P( z) has all aeros on P ,
We are interested in the approximation to f(a) T>y polynomials
of the Classes

#n} j therefore we define a measure of approxi¬

mation, Pn( d) , as follows i

H f,p,a) =
(2.1.A)

Ha* ,1 f(a) -p( a) I

\(f,a) = if .ntf,P,a),
»

P<sfcn)

Pa(a) -^Sup >n(f#a).
These definitions will he Shown to give a finite, non-negative,
decreasing function of d for 0 < d < AQ which is continuous from
the left, i.e., ^(d-o)^ ^(d), for any Jordan curve rand con¬
tinuous from the right, i.e., ^(d + 0) = ^(d), when suitable
restrictions are pat on P »
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2.2 Properties of the smimm-aaoaulag function*
Mas I g(z) I

t

Bet M( d) —

filers g(s) Is holosorphic in B \j l-** By the maximum-

2*130$

sodulus theorem (1.2.1), M(d) is a decreaaing function of d,
‘

.

'

.

'

,

strictly decreasing when g(z) is non-constant*
Xeama 2.2.1.

13(d) is continuous from the left for each d > 0

fog which ft is defined* i.e.* such that Afd) is not void.
Suppose A( &Q) is not void* fake a sequence dj. <SQ sudd that
as !& —><»s Bet

to a point of B(d^) such thatl^d^) ^ |g( z^ |.

Since B Or is compact m any suppose z^. converges to a point z0 as
&

* Furiiief^ zG«£B(d0) Since djj.—>dQ.

fbie uniform continuity

of gCz) In A(d)*d < &Q(gCa) lioBmiriihic in B) gives

(2.2.1) lat.5-)l > l?(2/)\-e ,

Iz-z' US,

with <b depending on g( z) and e tut not on the particular points z
and z*. Since l^d) is decreasing
■«(«*) >; M(d) e

&%),

< d <d0*

From (2.2.1) it follcus that

i^a^U^dQ) k>K(*),
"by taking

Z-2Q

end a'= 2^ Since \gU0)\<M(d0). ©len* M(d) <

<5,

It need not he true that M(d-t~0) - M(d). fhls can he sad© clear
ty a diagraaa Sudh as the following*

Figure 1

T
file component at the rl^it first enters at d - dg as a set with no
interior* 2f g(z) should have its maximum in this component, then
it could he true that Il(dg-t-0)

M(dg) .

likewise, the ‘'finger*' at

the left first enters as a spike on A(d^) whoso points do not "belong
to the closure of the intericr of A(d^) and it need not he true that
M(dj4-0)=^d^)* ¥e can say the following:
learn 2*2,2, if B(dg} is contained in the closure of the
interior of ACdg), i*e. each point 2<sB(dQ) is alimit -point of
interior points of A(dQ), then J^d0 + o) =M(dQ),
Bet 2^ he a point of B(a^) such “that M(3Q5 =. |g( Z0)\* Given
any circle C( zQ), center at zQ, there is a point
that d^> dQ,

z^, P),

- dist(

in C( zQ) such

3h A(dg), g(z) is uniformly con¬

tinuous) thus for Zg z* £ A(dg)

\dz)\ < \d%*)\ + ^ ,\z -z'\<&
Choosing C( gg) of radius St

H(ao) - |s(z0)| < IsCz^l + e < M^) + e .
Since I'^dj)

Utd)

J^dg), d^> d >dQ, it follows that M(dg -h o)

= M(a0).
Beguiring only that P he a Jordan curve does not insure that
there exists dg such that for 0

d <dQ, M(d -V 0)

d),

If P has

an infinite set of "fingers" as shewn in figure 1 with width tending
to zero, there can he no such dg.

In the sefuel, hy P e (£L

we

shall mean that P has the following properties¥
(l)
(2*2,2) (2)

P is a simple, closed Jordan curve,
there exists a number B, B >0, such that for
o < a < B, B(a) c: [A(a)]°*

8
Hew we shall give a sufficient condition in order that T€

(£,

By r~ <£ C, k -1, 2, we mean that pi®0* simple closed Jordan
curve given hy

a(t) ■= x(t) +- \y<t)
where
(2.2.3)

i*+ yV 0,

i

dfx

K

,

with x = , y f ^

dt

.

continuous
J

2

Lemma 2.2.3*

If P€ 0, then P*

€.

(R.

This will he proved hy Beans of lemmas 2.2.4, 2.2.2, and 2.2*6.

i
Lemma 2.2.4.
with center
to

r

z

T~ e C and

z

« B(d) then the circle C(z)

and radius d is tangent to r at each point z^ ccaaaaon

and C( z).
Since

If

re

Ihere is at least one such point.

a.
0 one of x and y can he expressed as a function of

the other in the neighborhood of z^ ■=. x^ +
in the neighborhood of x^.

\ y^*

Suppose y - f(x)

Also f *(x^ exists and is continuous.

Any circle passing through z^ not tangent to F will have in it®
interior a segment of the tangent to T at z^.

Clearly there will

he point® of r in the interior of the circle also.

Since the

circle C( z) contains in Its interior no points of r it is tangent
to r at each point z^ common to p and C(z).
lemma 2.2.5*
each uoint ZQ

gS

r

If P<£ C2 there exists a constant M such that
is the midttfiint with respect tfe arclongtfa of

an arc V of P of length

^7\ which has only zQ in common with

either circle of radius

tangent to p at zQ.

M is indeuendent

of z0.
from x, y continuous , xa -+• y^O, it follows that xx+ y'VmX).
*

Then, the curvature

k =

••

•• •

* * •~ *f3/-

1® hounded,

\k

K M.

For

convenience we can suppose that z0 is the origin and that the real

9
axis is the tangent to r at ZQ. Moreover wo can suppose thatx and
y are expressed as functions of the arelengiSu x( e), y(s), with. 0 ~ 0
at z0. For X(B) and y(s)
x* +

a + S7 - 0,

y =1,

and tli© curvature is given "by
k = xy - ay,
and xa+ y^-lj

5E

L

k

= -’J*

|h I ^ M gives |X I ■$ M,

■=

,

\y | < H. Consider a

circle center at (0,h) passing through the origin.

It will 1)0

shown that h can he chosen so that a certain arc of V~ touches this
circle only at the origin, l&at is*
x2+\y -

?h , or xz + V2 - 2hy

0;

letting (f{n) 3 [x(sQ24[y(s)]Z- 2hyCs) ve note that (f{0) ~ <p{0) -=-0
end ^(s) has a continuous second derivative.

By Saylor *e theorem

f>£6> - -§i(f"(es) , OsSsi.
Bms it suffices to show -that f (s) is positive in on interval of a.
Sie second derivative is
f (s) = 2(1 4- xx
SVom — (xx

yy-by) .

yy - by) $ Isxl + lyyl+ lhy| $ M(lxl+lyH-lhl)we get
-£ (/"(&) ? 1 - (IxHf |y| +• |bl)M,

But since s is arclength \xl<ys\, \yl^\s|. Choosing \hl we have -l (f> u(s) ■? - 2M|sl. For 1® I < -j-, (/"(B) > 0 and
the proof is ecaplete,
2.

Lesaa 2.2,6. IF \~ <s 0 there exists a constant B such thab
at each point z e P there is a circle of radius B which is tangent
to Tat z and lies in D except for the point z <a r ,
This lessna takes She result of leaasa 2.2.5 and extends It to

X*

say that not only can a circle of fixed radius "be drawn touching
'$■ p .

c :

'

' -V:

an arc of fixed length, \ only at the point of tangeacy, "but also
the fixed radius can be chosen email enough that no point of p
other than the point of tangency will ho a point of the circle*
Suppose the statement is false.

Then there are numbers r^.*

and points a^, a P so that a circle: of radius rfc tangent to
p

at z^ intersects Pat z£, distinct from z^*

closed set, thus compact* we can assume

—> z

Since P is a
r *

For k > E th©

points z^ belong to Y, an arc of length ^ with midpoint z(and z
belongs to

of length

* midpoint z^*

®ms z is a limit pllnt

of points z^ePwbich, by lemma 2*2.5, do not lie on

Yj

P

hence

has the double point z, contrary to hypothesis*
We use lemmas 2.2*4 and 2*2*6 to prove lemma 2*2*3*
z<s B(d), 0 < d <B*

Let Z^r be such that

Suppose

)z - z-j] — d*

2.2,4 the normal to P at % passes -through z.

By leama

A circle of radius B

With center on this line and passing through z^ will lie In B except
f<rz^( lemma 2.2.6).

Since d < B* z is a limit point of interior

points of A(d) *
2*3

Properties of tho measure of Approximation*

theorem III*

S'

(2.2.2), then

P^(d) ia a bounded*

decreasing* and continuous function of d for 0 < d< B*
t T

e

Moreover*

*2,

C < then

^pa(d) satisfies a Liuschitz condition of order

.cue in each interval fa*B) * a -positive.
First we note that 0 < ^ n(d) < 1.

P(z) s (P*n} can be

written as P(z) ~ A(z - Z|) *• * (z— z^), z^
diam(B

up),

we

e

.

say ihat f^r ZB'-Jpj |P(z)l

Letting W —

-S

IAIBn.

With

n fixed |p(’z)| cun be made arbitrarily small by dioice of | AI»

But

11
f f(z) - P(z)| < \£(z)\ 4 jP(z)| < 1 + |?(z)i , z c D.
©len fTcsa (2.1,4) 0

^(a) <1.

Herb, bath Vn(f ,d) and 9n(&)
for 0 < d <£ dg,

A(ax)

ara

decreasing functions of a

Choose do such that dQ-SupCd).

Ihen for 0

d^dj-^dQ,

IB not void and "by the mximm modulus theorem

Sius

\(f,a)Ijof K(f#P,d) 5 Bd S*(f=
^(f^).
11
1
A
p<Snn> p^r, H>

*

Also
&U) 5 >n(f,d)

>^(^3.)

for all f « Fj therefor©

Deaaaa 2,3*1*
let d <

AQ.

&ot t“ be any simple c&osed Jordan curve goad

for any f «r f there is a polynomial F^( z) e ^On}( or

%(t) % 0) such that
(2.3*1)

>n(tA) - M(f,?a,a).

Since XJf,d) such that M(f

M(f,P£a) *e can choose a sequence PjXz) * ^r;

-*> ^(f ,d) as

,

Sian

z)

is uniformly

bounded for z c A(d) and all k. Since n is fixed and A(d) has a nan*
void interior (d <

AQ),

it follows easily frcaa Cauchy’s estimate

that |Pjj( z) j is uniformly bounded on Du r* for all k.

Eharefore tre

may suppose Pfe(z) ->> P(z) , uniformly in A(d) (1.2,6),

Either P(z)

e \ r |n]f or P(z) = 0, But

* U-iU)-

+ lMU.P.,Jy-M(KP.J)|
If w© shoe M(f jP^d) —»> M(f,P,d) as k -*?<*>then it follows that P(z)
is the Pa(t) of the lemma, ©ms re show that g^z) -*»g(z), unifowhly

12

In A(&) , implies M(gy) -=> M(g) where
Sjj. <& B(a) be sueh tihat iCgfc) = ISj^ ^l

- .Max^ gjjXz), let
an3

- s0<s B(d) to such that

M(g) - \g( zQ)|. j^pcaa the uniform convergence^

l J*(*K)|- e

< l^c^)l * ^3) >

\%tz>)\ -£

<

<:

|<>s

K > E

©me M( g) -f. < *!(g^) < M{ g) +- € , k > K,
Xemaa. 2.3.2. Lot T~ he any simple closed Jordan curve and
let d < dQ. there exists a function g(z), depending on d and n,
holcsaorghic In D, never aero in D« each, that
(2.3.2)

Pn(a) = An(s,a).

■Jtet^s)® F *e a se^eaoe i** that An(fk,a) -^fl) as
fc

* Since the class 3? is uniformly hounded in B ws may suppose

jf^ g)

g(z) as k-> «>, z e l), uniformly in each A(d) (1,2.6).

thus g(z) is holcmorihic in B and either identically zero or never
zero in B (1,2.3)* Define AnCSjd) as in (2.1,4). Bylemma 2.3.1
thereare polynomials P^z), P(s) Such that
A^^a) “ MCi^^d),

AjjCg^-MCg,B,d)v

the traifos® ccawergance gires^M^^ | fj^ z)— g( z)\< <£s k > K* How
Kax
J

lfk(z)-P(z)\ ^ Has: |fk(z) - g(z) ]
4- Mas lg(z) -P(z)\

and therefore ■
< e * Aa(g#d) , k > £,
Similarly
An(g,d) < <£ + An(fk,d) , k> K,
©ras ^/\n( g,d) - An^k^l* ^ , k > K,

If g(z) =. 0, z <s D, then

An(g>&) - 0, 0 < d < d0v Because of the way the sequence f^z)
was chosen wo conclude that g(z) ^ 0 and (^(&) ■=: /A^gjd) *

'
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lemma 2.3.3* Sf

, than )vn(f .d) is a continuous
*2.

function of d fop 0 < d < R. Mopeovap. if pg C , X (f,d) satisfies
&

■

—

a Liza chita condition of order one in each internal Ja>R), a > 0,
Suppose P(z) e^r,n~j- satisfies An(f>d) = M(f#P,d)* ffiusa
for z

<t

Ru r, |p(z)|<

where

is a constant depending only

on n and F * For z « A(d)
l?(a)W |*(z)U |f(z) - Hfi)\ ^ 2
since f <£ F and jf(z) - P(z)\ < M(f,P,a)=; ^(f,d) < 1. Let dQ he
again the least upper hound of nunibers d such that A(d) is not void.
It follows that A(dQ) is a non-void set with no interior points.
©ten, for a < A(dQ)> z%#»*•!%« r *
|p(z>| - |Al|z- zjlz - z2|

•** Vz ~ Za\>:|A|a|

and
UU*< Max \P(z)\ ^

mx

| P( z) \ <2.

Setting B - aiam(Rur) we have for any

BoT

1PC^)| -!AlU--a,| •••!*- 2n| ^ IAIN* $ ^

~

*

We shall denote the subclass of {r,n) which has the hound 1^ hy

fhe functions P( z) <= and f(z) <? F are equicontinaouB
in R since they are uniformly hounded in R [£-,22l,i.e. given a
closed set there exists a constant K such that
(2*3.1) } g(z) - gU’)l S. K\a-z*|
for a, a* e.

and all g(z) <z u F.

It follows then that

for a given «>0 there is a 3>0 such that
(2.3.2) ig(z) - gU’)\ <
for a, a’

R1# [z -z’J<3 , and all g(z)<£ \ro F* lew it

is clear from, the proofs of lemmas 2.2.1 and 2,2.2 that when T"

a

CR.

not only is l«t(f,P,d) continuous for 0 < d < R tut also for f e F,
P « |r >^1# the functions M(f,P,d) aro ©guicontinuous in a ^ & < R
for any positive a* Suppose 0 < a
i —1,2, “be such that M(f,h>\) —

Let P^

* ®i©a> from the lemmas,

there is a £>o, depending on<= and a, such that

t

Idx-^a 1<S*

®hus,
(2.3.3) >n(f,dg)-s ^(f,^)^ 4<f'a2> +

e

* V*-aal^-

Since, hy (2.3,2), £ doe® not depend on the particular f, the ^n(f,d)
are equl continuous as well as ccaitinaous.
Let z1 he a point of B(d1). Ehen V* tf2, we can, hy learn 2,2,6
choose a point ZQ <£B(dg), d^ <dg<R, such that ZQ is on the nor¬
mal to r throat z^, 3hen Is^ - Zg | - — dg|. With P2 dhosen
such "that MfffFgfdg)- ^(f,flg) we get, hy (2.3.1),

XAM.) ^ MU/P,^,’)

\,^uo 1 1 Ht°>
*

yn( fJO

= Mo,x

I + 2-E U, - i.l}

+ 2.Z ) ,

She result, then is
(2.3.4) Xa(^dg). < ^(f,^) + 2E(dg-dx),
3hia is the Llpschifcz condition on/Aft( f,d) . Rote again that K does
not depend on the particular f, ®ais completes the lemma.
From (2.3.3) and (2.3.t) we get, hy taking the supremnm,

Wh) * Qt<h)

s

fn(«a> •*-£'

0

<as_ V8'

and
<3^) 4 ^(di) 4 $<dg) + a^ag- «!>
when T~ . 6^ , V~- C , ro3poctively, with a

< dg < B, &

depending on £ and a_» K depending on <*-. Bile completes the
f

proof of theorem HI.

_

• ■
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3. Approximation in a Circle#
3.1 She principal theorm of th® section is tbs foHosring.
Iheore© BT, tgt \~ be the circle Izl = 1, 15 be the
dcesaln \zl< 1, SUTOOSQ f(s) is hologogghlo and never zero In
Izl < B* S > 1. Allege oslst3 a socaenoe of polynomials P^z) of
degree n with ell sagos

cm r sack that

\f(g)- iyta)l <
fog a > n( c * \zl)*

e*5,

< \z\ < 1, whore a(e * tel) Is an increasing

function of \z\ §M a decreasing function of <g.
3.2 Eopgea©static® fog the polymmials. teaote by {r } th©
class of all polynoalals with all zeros on

r sal by $r*l} the sub*

class bavingthe value 1 at z ~0, It will be sufficient to ppw©
the theorea with f{0) -1 and Pa(z)<£ ,1}'.
t

let z~v^»

Shm[jj(t) - e^ is a parametric representation

of r. tot Pn(s)e ^r,l\^o
2n(s) = (()_l (l — ^TE7t).
tot the associated step function %(t) bo defined by
0 S t < t^
k

\<t <tw, k^l,2*«..,n-l

a

than
2x)^a(z) -

t S- ZT
xir

/load - ~^±~ )dSR(t), zej>,

Here# and in the following* if h(z) is feoleaorphic end never zero
in B, h(0)~ 1, than log h(z) denotes that branch such that log h^O) - 0«
How lott-=-t* j-^ # ihea
J

»

J

c

’

Vl

for at j - 0* lo^l-zj)i= O* {log {l-sj)jf/j is regular in |z/^l and
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the integral on the right is zero "by Cauchy’s theorem, fhe poly¬
nomial representation may new bewritten
r*r
(3*2.1) log pn(z) —
•V
z <e B, e a constant.

^fp) ^ +'c^) >

Conversely, if Sn(t) is any unit-jump step

function with Sn(o) =0,

s

2Tr

ri(

)= n* then the right hand member of

(3.2,1) is the logarithm of a polynomial Pn(z) e
3.3 Hepresentation for f(z). The basis for the proof is a
similar representation for log f(z).
Suppose g(z) is holomorphie in PuT , g(0)=fo* Shea Cauchy’s
formula gives
- -U [ J[ r
(3.3*1) * '/jCr-20
r
Suppose g^z) is holcmorphic in where B* is the domain ^z|>l.
Uhen
(3.3.2)
r

'a<SB*

For B >1, Cauchy’s theorem gives

[lll=l
. JT-so
T(

y

-- Iirl^R.

But \gjjj*) I :< M in 2>* u Pand \z-f|>B -1, z ^ B, hence

I /«r<* I *

MJKM

<

■30T tA

^-1

Since B can be chosen arbitrarily large (3.3.2) follows. Combining
(3.3.1) end (3.3.2)*

(3.3.3) s(z) — f ^i£Ll-*iL

r jOr-*)

Observe that jjL

^ ^

, ©le object is to choose

18

g-j(z)
so that on r the function -4^—is a real-valued
X
XTTX
function of t which, vanishes at t ^ 0. Then an integration hy parts
will give the desired representation.
Since g(z) is holcmorphic in \z\< B# gC^r ) is holcxmorphic in
| z| ? ^and the differone© g(z) -gfijr) is pare imaginary ofl T~
Moreover# since g(l) - g(l) = 2 Jl^g(l))i, the function
«*)■=.
%

2 TT “I

where g^(z) = g(-=) 4- 2c^(jj(l))?, is holcmorphic in an annular region
-jjr < (z) < B# E > 1# real-valued for z ■= e3-^, and vanishes for t=0.
Setting g(z) = log f(z) we get

s®3. __ -^rav^'Uc^) — ^ ^(0 — -^r

-f-co

Hew# substituting in (3.3.3)#
r *IT
logf(z)=

lU^Hi.log(l-Jt)

and after integrating hy parts# recalling that at t - 0, nrt I( e1^)=0,
f Z7T

log f(z)

- J log(l -

^ )dl(eit).

Setting Q(t)= -~Z( ei^) we can say Q(t) is real-valued, of period rr,
and analytic for t real, Q(0) := 0, and
xtr
log f(z)=

(3.340

Jlog(l - ^ )dQ(t).

3.4 The Approximating Polynomials. Since Q(t) is analytic
there is a constant c^ such that for real t [Q *(t) | < c^. Then

JE
for

XIQ 5(2TTC£J

(

+ $&)) >

^ir ”

c

» ^ °

4-1 and M +Q( t) increases strictly from 0 to n

as t increases from 0 to Sir. There is exactly one value of t# say

, ,

t^jj.# such that nt/2-ir +Q(t) — k, k—0 1 2, • • •
o

, n. Then,
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® < ^,1 < *** < *ba,n-l < ^n,a- 2n
and SjjCt) - [nt/2tr + Q( t£], where DO denotes thelargest Integer
not exceeding E, does, "by (3.2,l), define a polynomial Pn(z)
By (3.2.1) and (3.3.^),
air

(3.1».l)

log f(z) - log Pn(z) =J/°j(\-

+9(^+ 9^3)

3.5 She Convergence. Define a nm variable 9 By means of
the relation
(3.5.1) ^ - & <-<?»>•
We need some information about ©it as a function Of 0 .
such that I( z) is holomorphic and uniform in

< | z\ < B. Denote the

closed annulus ^ $ \z\ <R- <£> 0 < ^ <^B -1, by A<s
(3.5.2) - £ <z

3

^’

Choose B > 1

#

Defing

LC

^

Bet z — re^ and J‘-^e'6and
(3.5.3)

(^(z).

55ien Q*-® — eite^ loosing the determinations of $ and t
properly# ^ ^ +• Q(t). Then, (3*5.1) is equivalent to

(3.5.3) when \sl- 1. Also, ^(s) is holomorph
-jr <- \z| <B and
(3.5.^) r\-5><?o
lim P-(z)
-= z, uniformly in
\u

A^ . The theorem

of Hurwitz(1,2,3) implies that $ qt n> n(<£ )# (^(z) is schli&t' ii’Y
Ae * Then ^n(z) has an Inverse z~ ^*n(]* ) which is holomorphic
and uniform in A€of the J-plane for n> n( e), and sudh that
(3.5.5) lim Yn( J) “ f > uniformly in A e .
The details here can be handled aas follows.*■ for a given <s>0,
consider A^. of the z-plane. Choose n(<= ) so that for n> n(<£-),
^k(z) is schllcht in A <^2. and
(3.5.6) |z-^(z)\< J , n >n( £), uniformly in Ay^.

20

With this choice the imago of A junior (3.5.3) contains the region
Atf of the y-plane, fhen, for n> n(<£ )*
has a holcmorphic Inverse

2

Ae , j:r|2(z)

•=• X^( 1*). Moreover, ^(J") Is uniform.

If It were not, then distinct points z, z’cA^ would satisfy f^n(z)
— ^n(z’). But this is Impossible since j^(z) Is schlicht. For
any z<Atflet

V^z)* n>n(^).

Consider

^.(z^, k >»(<£■)■•

By (3.5.6), \ ^ ^(zn) — %J< ■=[■ . Choosing the particular value
k“a#. fiSh) ~ z>
\ z — z^ ^ ~~2, ,n>n(€), z « Ae •
Bils proves (3.5.5).
Bos ve way vrlte (3.**-.1) In the form
utr
(3.5.7)- log f(z) — log Pn(z) =

fhe function 1 -
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^ Sf

Bolcmorphic and satisfies

O <T\ <• I >^
for \3) 4 re*)
and n >n(
Tj,\zi) idiere
(3.5.8)

fC*)

- rA«vx C 1^+^) ^77 )

This inequality is a consequence of \

\ > \~'ry •

S®b ihe

latter take \ji>|zl+Y^ and n> n(<£ ,^,\z\), 5Ehis is possible by
I
(3.5.5) since if
1 - 1 zl then lz\-V*j >• y—. Bequiring^ < 1-\z\
insures a non-vacuous result since then

A 1, She same restric¬

tions on J and n also give

IT
2

since 1 —

jtallies (J^(l -

the two say that for

>0. Together

< |j| < f C*), n > n( £, \z\), log (l—

21
is holomorphio and satisfies
(3.5.9) 'U-3 (|Lemma 3.5.1.

< :?

1st (f){J*) he holomorchlc and •uniform, in — * \j|i r,

r > 1. and satisfy \ (jx T ) |< K.

Then

nrr
< IK-

(3.5.10) |

For

s \r\*rt Cjf)(y)

-*\
t-r
r

has -the Saurent expansion (J$( j ) - ^

She coefficients satisfy
(3.5.11)

lafc\ <

h^w,

1c ^0,il, i2, ....
0t«U.

In

~

a.Tra J

-r k:+i

tho path of integration C can he \z\ - r for k ^,0 and |z| h < 0. Then (3.5.11) follows.

for

How

/ 0C<r’*)aCi#-mi) = Sr[&<*>»
_ -na0

rn
f °°
— ^ \
-M
It - I J-

- 2 (IS

S.TTK,; •

•= ^4,

_;s
(£«**')*•
7~~
*- 7
>\
CUT aTTK-i 1•
For ^ /Mi, L ~ 0, and for
Xn, ^ ^

K=l K«-\

33ms

an-

•= n.

^
-GB) = -»2(%v M

*
Applying (3.5.11) wo get (3.5.10).

A=i

Lemma 3.5.1 combined with (3.5.9) gives
(3.5*12) \logf(z)

—

log Pn(z)\ < 2hE

\-r

JK
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where n > n(
Tfjt >v^

, |z| ), and r(z) Is defined "by (3.5.8).

so that ias\ + >j%>

(3*5.13)

Choosing

, we can write

\log f(s) -log Pn(B)V <1 (\zl+r|, )», n>n(ijl ^z()

since X>Q can he chosen such that for n > aQ and r^ rg
Moreover, since |log w(
thence

«£

implies

<lt

nr^ < r^.

|log\vll-*£, ^.rg v\< 6, and

\l - wU 2€ ,<s^ l, it follows that |Log A — log ®l < <=

la^lles \A-^B\< 2\Ble. Mow

(3.5.lh)

\f(z) - Pn(z)\ C

for n> n( *ja >|?l)* \al+r|x'v

(\zl +T]z)n

|a\ < 1*

$h® number n( *|x, |z|) Is

an Increasing function of \z\and a decreasing function of
a given <= and-g

<

.

For

\z\ 1, (3.5.lh) can readily he pat Into the

form stated In theorem IT.
3*8

Consequences of Theorem IT.

approximation defined In (2.1.4), the

3h terms of the measure of
conclusion of theorem XT cadr

he stated as follows:

^{d)

<T (1+e -d)», n>n(e,od), £>0,

where n(e ,d) is a decreasing function of £ and d*
Theorem XT has as a consequence tfch following theorem.
Theorem V*

tot a^, n — 1, 2, **»> he an Infinite sequence of

complex numbers each that
ks«

represents a function holcmogphlc in \z\
real numbers

n

1

B, B > 1.

> Pp* 1 * h -4 n* such that

fcttl

1

for p -=1, 2, *♦., n >n(<£ ), where n( e) depends on
sequence a^.

There exist

f

and the

23
For a finite sequence a^, fig, ••• *

l

a

p

*n,t) < >

p ~ -S

holds for any E > 1 ana n > n(B).
o* (X
I»et F(z) n 1 “K i K .
K*
lz) i- E and F(o) — 0.
applied to f( a).

the stronger Inequality

' * P * %*

Then, P(z) is holcsaorphlc In

Let f( z) •= c^,

Theorem. 3F can he

Frcaa ‘•(3.5.13) it follows that
(log

fit)

- log Fn(z) ( <r

for £>0, -j^ <: \2\ < 1, n >n(<£,Vzl).

( \z\+ e )n

Also Pn(z) <£ !^r,l}j

thus Pn( z) is of the form

"TT
( I kr=»

=£

)

Expanding log Pn(z) — log f(z) — log P (s) -V F(z) in Taylor's
series about the origin,
-2e^)^

(m+c^.

Cauchy's formula for derivatives gives

(3.^*1)

j <

~

K=i
for p =1,

2,

j> f (\i.\4g)
-

tt)

U*1

^

•p-RP(-^46^)

\*\i*

*»* , n >n(e).

For the finite sequence a^, ag, **>*'., a^, F(z) is holcmorphlc
in \zj

<

E, for any B.

(3.6.1) that

Then, since

1

ip < a* it follows from

YV

W - K~\
p -s 1, 2, • , q., n > U(B) .

-'ptnw |

4 > T?>
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4. Lindaart-Polya Vhmrnm*
4.1 Statesmt of t&© gmm?al tkmxem* Hi© tfeoorssss of this
section give a ccmootioa hetscsn a restraint on "mo seres of a
emrengsat sapience of rational fun'ctlous ©nd t&© nature cf tfo©
Hssit function, Haeugi they or© stated for rational functions, t&0
thAopooB wn'bo 5ust as ©sally stated fop polynomials, ■ ■ ■• ■
Timcpm ?1» Gmsl&er a gotmenco of rational functlona of tho
fcaaa

(4.1.1)

-R„U)

— ~fr (1 ~ ”*&*'—) ,
K-i ' 1 “ *

satisfying tfoo follcsrlag cosditicns;
(4,1,25

BftU) ccavcggea railfcgaiy In soao circle, canter at g-0,

nmrl

m

(4,1,35 11 " r^«* I
K=» ■

-

15

£ezLS&n-l, 2# >*■, , M end

m fired.
*2hm Tyi s& cog^eraea fop oror? s of tfc© ©steaded olemo eKeerot a = 1,

tmifcgg&sr la cadi rogjcn Qsfaldi ©sdudsa a aei£$d)os&oca of z=l, to
a function F{z) suds that If jr-= -=rr{

, Cj^C^T ) ~ £(s5» then (j6{j*)

is an entire function of order not testes* tSian a.

If u is an

interne* (fii j) is the product of an ©stir© function cf mmm not
ggoator than m — 1 and the function jr t v&oro Y ds a ccaatont*
4,2 Sfeoof of Hieere® ¥2* Again denote fcy G a region cm©dating cf the estmdoa plan© oscopt for tho Interior of a circle
©enter at z-1. Hi© aetkod of proof is to got a unifora hound
oa

s) in G and ttorn to apply the Stlelt^ea »¥itali ccnvorgenc©

tlu^raBi (1,2.45*

Wem (4,1.25 It follows hy a titeogaa of Weieratrosa (1*2,25
that ¥{s5 is &©lcescr|M© in a circle 0 about s =0. Sferocwsr#- sino©
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Bgjt 0) ~ 1, we can pick C so that F( z)

-f=-

0 in C. Frcua a theorem of

BurwHfe (1.2.3) it is possible to say that R^z) has no zeros in C.
How in 0 log HJJC z) is holcanorphic and log Rn( z) converges nniforra3y
to logits) as n—>«o.

If & is chosen small enough, then

R.U) -

(4.2tfl)

ll [ l

and

m\

oo

£oe1?v,Ci:)
- 2J
J
fe = i

or
(4*2,2)
Since log

RQ(Z)

tends uniformly to a limit in 0 it follows that for

each p the coefficients of
fhen, there eocist constants

in (4.2.2)

tends to a limit as n —>*».

Kg, independent of n, such that

(4.2.3) |2Cl-r^)PWMP>

Set

r M
^

\

vw-t

U M < m.
U

M~ ^•

For Weieratrass* primary factors the following inequality is known
'[ 5. 233].
•
,
.
+
\ I->*\< exp 0- (K(LI+ T
’" *"*")

_
l J

+ c ul

where c is a constant independent of u. Applying this to each factor
in (4.2.1)
"V\

iT^(jt) | *
■

\

6rtK

Y\

' rd? )

4

T:

('fc)2j(l"rdi^,c

fc-l

:* c\trz i'- sB-f.)
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Sine© <X(w) < \wlwe get

K-l

Applying (4.1.3) and (4.2.3)

(4.2.4) 4 «*F^M.|f,| + ±f'U&|V--+ ^MJi|h4cMl^r}.
From (4.2.4) the uniform hound on ^(z) In © follows. 3Ms uniform
■bound In © and uniform convergence in a circle in © implies that
Rj, Z) converge uniformly in © (1.2.4). The limit function F(z)
also satisfies (4.2.4). Hence $(?) is an entire function of
order not greater than m.
from (4.1.3) it follows a fortiori that

P

^
1 1 - r 'T£^ »* >
n .
ffei

P,

P4»,

Moreover, if we write B^z) — ^ J*), ) is a polynomial of

°^nlC “

ft-

<w

p
(4.2.5)

1

K=i

^

^ ~ p,

p*V* l

She theorem of Hureitz (1.2.3) implies that any p zeros of tho limtt
P

function,

~ix

t

- - -.oip

y

, must satisfy the relation ^ ~ ^

this follows from the fact that if is a zero of 0( J*) of order
V and if Cq is a neighborhood of containing no other zefo of
^5 (j ), then for n >IIQ, each Qn(j) has zeros of total multiplicity
~i/ in Oq. For a given <=. > 0, 0^ can he chosen with radius <= .
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top each n > n( <=) choose one zero
"WTT"

Ihen ">\
IC-,

In C , The relation

^ ^ follows directly frcaa this choice and (4.2,5).
is
convergent. Supposing m to he an integer# it
»

*~Y

follows that the corresponding canonical product P( ^) has genus
< a—1. She Hadamard factorization (1.2.8) give®

0(S) = eS>(l)P>Cj)
where Q,( J ) is a polynomial of degree not greater than the order of
therefore not greater than m. Therfactorization

(j-) n

YVl

(S^«3’

n^f(j) , where ojj( j*) has genus not greater than m— 1

follows directly.
4.3 Corollaries of fhooroa VI. Among the several corollaries
of theorem 71, "[2], only those concerning sequences df rational func¬
tions with zeros on and outside a circle will he proved here,
theorem VIX. SsbffgCz) he of the fora
(4.3.1)
with ra

T?,U) ■= A„ "TT

t —

UvIC ^
l -

I©**

TL

IP Rd( z) converges uniformly in some circle interior

to \z\ $ 1 to a function not identically zero, then R^tz) converges
uniformly in each region 6, 1^to a function F(z) = (faj), where
(]b (jr ) is an entire function oft order not more than 2.
Suppose first that

is a value of z such that |41 <1 and

tends to a non-zero limit. She linear transformation
'W

I— -T

imaps the interior of the unit circle onto itself so that «< goes
into zero. 33ms we my assume that

z) converges uniformly to a

non-zero limit in C, a circle with center at the origin, fhen. A^-^
A, A ^ 0.

It is snougKto consider Snly jy(z) with A^ = 1.

)
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The hypotheses new Include (4.1.2), hence we have (4.2,3) *

From

4?(wK \w\, and (4,2*3) it follows that

4

120 - 5^r^l < W

But also,

" -

r>a»r

- o - -fc“i9-k)I+

- i +

———

11 -

Vcci

»*ncC,

I "*■ < 7
»

*
1

Co^ 6 « <

<&

The hypothesis rn^ >: 1 gives 11 _
^EJ

«si”'9"K

--1

c

_ _L e-osO*^ and

^0** ve can apply theorem YI with

a = 2 to complete the proof of theorem YU.
The proof above gives at once the following?
Corollary 4*3,1.

If B^z), (4.3*1) has all its zeros on lzl=l

and -the eecruence moaflergeg uniformly to a non-zero limit In some
circle in the plane* then it converges uniformly in every region G,

(j){ J"), where

1 f G, to a limit function F( z) -

is an entire

function of order not acre that 2.
One should note that the requirement that the limit function
he not identically zero is essential.

The example R^ z) = \ ^7]" j

gives a sequence which converges uniformly to zero in each closed
set in the half-plane (j^( z) < 0 hut tends to infinity uniformly in
each closed set in(j^(z$>> 0.

All zeros are at z=-l.

This require

meat was used in the proof in securing the hound on the zeros given
in (4.2.3).
Instead of requiring that all zeros lie in \z\ ^ 1, we can
allow a hounded number of exceptions.
Corollary 4,3.2.

Suppose R (z) has the form
(|

n
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'n

I R«(*) -

1
l - ^

whore $ ia fixed,

\
\ -

t

^ 1# ^>wic is unrestricted. If the sequence

converges uniformly to a non-zero limit E(z) In a circle C about
z - 0, then it converges uniformly in every region G> X <j£ 07 Ihe
limit function F(z) t5 ^(j-) ia on entire function of j- of order
at moBt 2,
She uniform convergence to a non-zero limit in C implies that
for n > OQ, Unit | > Sx>. Shea
J |—

J

z

< ( 1+ -^*)Z

\\-

ana

<• —p | 4- -4A * She remainder of the proof is

unchanged.
fro further corollaries are most conveniently stated for
sequenced of polynomials Pn( z),
angular region jrj_ : \arg z\ s

(l) If Pn( z) has all zeros in the
^

and converges uniformly in

a circle outside jQ_ , the limit function is entire of order at
most 1,

(2)

If Pa(a) has all zeros in alternate ones of the 2r
-IT

angular regions dith vert as at the origin and opening "y and
converges uniformly in a circle about the origin, the limit fraction
is entire of order at most 2r.
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5.

Estimate from, be&cw on the Measure of Approximation.
5.1 Approximation in the unit circle.

The purpose of section

5 Is to apply theorem VII to obtain an estimate from below on the
measure of approximation (^(d),

It will be convenient to define

a measure of approximation for a class of polynomials
largo? than |r ,n}.

The new class of polynomials will b© those

with zeros on or outside T . Denote by \ rf >n} this class. The
measures ^n(d) are defined by the relations of (2.1.4) with

*n^

replaced by ^ f7 >nj. The functions ^(d) are clearly decreasing
functions of d.
Theorem 5.1*1.

let I" be the circle |z)-1 and let ^n(d) be

measure of approximation by polynomials of ^ rj #njv There exists a
constant K# -positive, such that

(5.1.1) ^n(n) £ K, n> nQ,
IV<a the definition of j^Cd) , (2.1. W, It follow tSat given
f(z) c it there exists a polynomial Pn(z) € ^17

| ftz) —

such that

j^n(l-' Izl).

let g(z) <s F be fixed. For 0..<* < 1, consider 7 - >
Y“4
z - pTTj
* Ibis transformation maps the unit circle onto itseLf
so that z - tx goes Into j = 0,
g( z).

z -1 goes into j ■= 1.

let F( J > «-)—

Then f ( y, a.) <s F. Thus
|f(j,n.) -Pn>s(j)|< 0n(l-lsl)»

let Pn#a( J*) ^ Qn#a( z)/(l — ass)*. Since ^n(d) is decreasing and
z-<*
1-4.*.

(5 1 a)

- -

l z| 4-ft.
I -v ft.1^1

E

13< > -

* 0 s\z\ < 1,

1

*

M' - I

I) s A(»-

iel+«.
14-A.|il
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where Qn#a( z) <£• ^rj- ,n}.
set Qj^a(z) -Qj^ss).
13a (

Chooae

fhen,

<x^ — \ _ i-

( *~

e±#z

.

$

'

t>G, t fixed, ana

+

ana

■*!**

f&iltiplying (5.1,2) by
<

o-*r

i~

\ -«.

^i-

For \z[% v <1,
±*

Ovjif

©„(*)

(5.1.3)

1 + ^nV"

where C(r,t) la independent of n, and 6^ is defined by

For fixed r, \z\ <r, ^dearly tends uniformly to zero as n —> .
But

Qn Li)

-vx
is a rational function of the type considered In
°
±k.
theorem TH, How g(z) can surely he chosen so that g(z)<e'‘* is not
g.
an entire function of ^Tf . therefore, hy theorem VU, there exists

K^(r#t), independent of n, such that
o< ^(vyt) •<

.Onl*' )

1

l^zTSV

Cl-*)"

From (5.1.3) there exists K(r*t? Such that
(5.1.4) 0 <K(r,t)< ^n(l

n >n<r,t).

Only the simplification of the form ofttbe result remains.

n
Consider F(x) -

X

1 — C.^*

,"^)T , 0<a<l, 0<x« fhen F’(x) —

Clearly the graph of F(x) is concave down*

F(o)= a-

, F( l) -

1,

F*(l)

-

-l^
. For ^
x >■ 0 the graph of F(x) will lie under the
i 4-OL
\ I *“ °<
tangent at the point x •=? 1. In other words* F(x)
\ - (v- x) \ ^ ^
for x > 0, 0 < a. < 1*

It is clear that this holds also fpr OH^l,

Substituting u^for x and r for CL ,
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&V,VV>

<

I +ttnV'

co?

O-aoC^) >

V

04< 41

tuty
O-M( H£.)

Sines 1-tkrt - n

anfl.

4

1

~

"

'

(?<. / 4 |.

IV ftnt*

^n(d) Is decreasing, the choice r = j * t = 2

In (5.1.4) gives
o<s

*

cf>„[-ir)

,

«> "«•

5.2 More general regions.
theoremTill. Suppose p is a closet Jordan curve with interior
D and zQ is a point of p such that there exists a circle D passing
through

ZQ

such that

and lying in 33 o P • Shea ihege exists K > 0 and iig
fog n >BQ, -where CL is the radius offlg. She

function ^(d) is the measure of approximation defined fry (2.1.4)
for the class

,3^.

for convenience suppose few the moment that cx = 1, Denote hy
Pn(z) phlynomiala of ^r,n}, andhyQ^s) polynomials of i.e.

polynomials with zeros on or outside 0, Since all points of P lie
either on or outside 0, it follows that [r,n] C

^#nj. Let A(d)

and pn(a) he defined for the region D hounded hy P an in (2.1.1)
and (2,1,4). let C°&enote the interior of 0. Define for d > 0
$>(^<1) ~

^ • 2<sC, disi (-2, C) ■? J J-.

jCaldLng F to he the class of functions holomorphic, never zero, and
hounded hy me in D w f” * we can define a measure of approximation
for this class in the sets S(d). In fact we define two such functions,
let

(a) he the measure of approximation to the class F in S(d)

hy polynomials ?a(s)

e

{r",n}‘. lot ^n(d) he tho measure of approxi¬

mation to the class F in S(d) hy polynomials Q^z) e {^ltnj-. Since

33
^C.j,n }

It follows that

(5.2.1) ^a(a) v$y&v.
Bat also If z eC and If dlst(z,C) ^ a, then zel and dist(z,r ) $rd
sine© 0 lies InDwT ,
and

(pn(a)

In other words S(d) c A(a). Since v//n(a)

are "both defined fee* polynomials Pn(z) e

\r

it

follows that

fn(a)

(5.2.2)

^ (^(a).

Hence from (5.1.1), (5.2.1) and (5.2.2) we obtain

0<K ^
Hhen C has radius
center of

<x

1, the transformation j" - 0&-°0 >

C, Shews that

^ &

<J\.ihe

ana K for n >n0.

3fc
6. A Special Hegira.
theorem I asserts for carves P which are simple, closed,
rectifiable Jordan curves the existence of a sequence of rational
functions

s) Mth ,\„ zeros on T

and a pole of order

at

z0 outside 33 v r which tends uniformly in any compact subset of 33
to a given function f( z), holomorphio and never aero in 33# theorem
YU shows that if z0 is a point of P such that a circle C through
s0 lies in 33 ^ P , sequences of rational functions with k zeros on
P

and a pole of order k at zQ on P can converge to only a

restricted class of functions chid, are entire in the variable
How we shall prove the following#
Theorem 3X. There exists a Jordan domain 33 and a n&lnt zQ on
its boundary r with the following property: Given a function f( z)
holcnonaiio ana never sere in P, there exists a sequence Mj. z) of
rational functions with ?X„ zeros on P and a pole of order ^ at
ZQ

ra P such that R (z) converges to f€ z) in 33, uniformly in each

compact subset of 33.
for convenience we take for zQ the point at infinity} the
rational functions are then polynomials.
Theorem I and the theorem of lunge (1.2,9) are the basis of
the construction, lunge's theorem can be modified to say that tie
approximating polynomials have rational coefficients since any poly¬
nomial can be approximated by polynomials with rational coefficients.
Denote by <^n( z)}a sequential arrangement of all polynomials with
rational coefficients.
I©t

be ihe domain interior to the Jordan curve

be the .set

and let
.

Ate - *• jet),, i.au.rJnf.
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lot rj- to the circle \z\ — 2.

(

Since

^ie holomorphic and never

zero in 3)^, \zl < 2, there is a polynomial P^(z) with all zeros on rj*
(theorem I) such that

\Q,U) - lo^FJCs) | < l ,
Since P^( z) has only a finite numb or of zeros there is a domain
®2

=

% ° %* where R^ is a rectangle 0 <x <3, 0 <y < y1# such,

that all zeros of P-^(z) also lie on Q * the boundary of 35g*

This

is indicated in figsre 2.

Figure 2
Row there is a polynomial Pg( z) with all zeros an ^ such that

I

^T\Ci)\ <

Since Pg(z) has only a finite set of zeros there is a domain 33g mz
7?g w Eg, where Eg is a rectangle 0 4X <1, 0 <y < y2# ^2 ^ 31*
such that all zeros of Pg(z) also lie oa ^ .

This is shewn in

figure 3.
r

z

'

i

Z= 3

Figure 3
3n this way we got a sequence of domains

and a sequence of poly¬

nomials Ejj.Cz) sudi that

(6.1.1) 1

QK<-*=)

-

^

| < ~fe '

£€

Ak.

The limiting dcamin 3) is hounded hy a Jordan curve on the sphere#

36
hag infinity as a boundary point# and, moreover, all zeros of the
polynomials P^Cz)

aro on

the boundary

(“ of B,

Suppose f(z) is holcaaorphic and never zero in B.

By Bunge’s

theorem there is a sequence Q(z)
which tends to G(z) — log f( z)
n
K

uniformly in each compact subset of B.

| GU) -

Bar,

l M ij I + 1 Qn^ ~

GW

|

co

Since B — ^ At.* it follows from (6.1.1) that the sequence P (z)
K-\

“■

canverges to f( z), uniformly in each compact subset of B.

n

K

$he poly¬

nomials P (z) have all their zeros on p •
Still unanswered is the question of what is true if, for
example, P has tangents at zQ which make an interior angle less
than IT *
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